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In the construction of aerodynamic tunnels, it is
important matter to obtain a uniform current of air in
tions ‘wheremeasurements are to be made. The straight
a very
the sec-
type or-
dinarily used for attaining a uniform Current and generally
recommended for use, has great defects. If we desire to avoid
these defects, it is well to give the canals of the tunnel such
a form that the currcntj after the change of direction of its
asymptotes, approximates a uniform and rectilinear movement.
But for this, the condition must be met that at no place does
the flow exceed -the‘@ximum velocity assumed, equal to the
velocity in the straight parts of the canal.
It follows,from,the above that the problem leads up to the
determination of a rational form for~hq turn, at the change of
,direction by 180° of a horizontal uniform current.
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* Extract from Przegladu Technicznego, vol. LXIII, 1925.
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which “w”e”-”ai&discuss Lng may take glac e
within a plane having the coordinate axes x and y. This being
the case, the real part of any function F(z) of the joint
change z = x -t-iy represents the potential of the velocity Q
of a certain plane movement, the condition of ductility being
fulfilled, and the imaginary part Y represents the actual po-
tential of the movement of the current. The function of the
combined change F(z) =@ + i$ is given the name of com:oined
pot ential. Each of the lines of the current flowing through
may serve as an outline fox the walls bounding the canal and
the turn of the tunnel.
WC get a turn corresponding to the conditions fixed above
by determining -thecombined potential O+iY in the follow-
1
ing equation:
sinh~= sinhkcosh&~*
a au
(1)
*
in which a is the parameter on a fixed scale, k is an arbit-
rary parameter, but u .is the velocity of the uniform current.
Upon separating the real and the imaginary parts, we get
from the above equation the two following on”es:
.,. . . .
.- ,’
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* C> Witoszynski: Extension and Diffrac~i,on of Rays - Lectures
in the field of hydrodynamic s..aril.’~~.adygama$.cscs.J. Springer,
Berlin, 1924. “
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In these two equations we establish the potential of the ve-
sirih~ xCos ~
cosh-& =
2!!-;sidnk cos au
.
CO sh: sin f
sinh~ ‘
sinhk sin A;
au
/
I
J
(3)
by substituting @ according to these types in the following
.
identity:
cos h2 & - sin h2 ~ = 1, we get the equation of the line
of current V = constant:
2x
sinh ~ COS2 y ~ sin2 XCosii
a a
sirih’kCOS2 ~ - sifi2k sifi &= ’l”
-This is transformed according to the two forms of the pre-
ceding equations, convenient for discussion:
.
7
.
>
1 ..)
.-
(4)
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—
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From type(4) it is evident: lst., that the change of x
-- ,... . .,,,,
.—
..
to -x does not iliitself,cause a change of y, or as we have
the same arrangement of the lines of current on both sides of
the y axis, it is sufficient therefore to turn our attention
to only ‘one case, X>o; 2d, that for the value of y differ–
ing by 2na, we will get these same values of x – the ar+
rangement of the lines of current will be repeated near each
change of position parallel to the y axis and equal to 277a=
We will now find the most characteristic form for the lines
of current (Fig. 1) .
At. the x axis (y= o), as is evident from equation (2),
either O = Oor~= (); that is, at the part of the axis de–
fined by the inequality x < ka, G is equal to O; at the
part X>ka, however, $ is equal to O. The line of current
if=fau is composed, as follows from equation (2),
sinh~cos~=O, of three parts:
A~ y+; BCX= O;-: a<yc ~a2
i CD y=-~a.
$
!$}/ In equation (4) it results from sinz ~ that the lines of
,,,.
Lq‘) current have asymptotes parallel to the x axis and situated:*I ,,, ,,,, ...,. ,.,..,
# at distances from the x axis proportional’ to the value of
the potential of the current ~ . In reality:
.
,>
-l
\i“—-—-.--.,,,,,,,,,,,.,, ,, ,, ,,.....,.... ..... ..——... -— . —.. . .. ..—
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s id!? vk COSa ~
s.inh2.~
lineal — a
x=ca 1 + Cotz+ coth2 ;_
5
au
and therefore, designating by Ya the series of asymptotes for
the lines of current ~ = constant, we write
Ya =*3
u“
A diagram of the arrangement
shown in Fig. 1.
(5)
of the lines of current is
Now let us turn to an investigaticm of
velocities. It is easy to get the velocity
the arrangement of
at arbitrary points
in,the plane of movement from the form obtained, which results
directly as a quality of function of combined change and the ‘
limitation of the potentials of velocity and current:
-ivy=d (!I-1-iv)Vx dz””. (6)
Because equation (1),’determining the conibine d.potential,
U,.
‘gives:’” “ “ ““’’” “ ““ “
,..,,! ....,... .
—-
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[)sinh ~~k’ “-‘-“-“---”‘-
-.,
,!.
cosh :
Vx -iv Y =U (7)
sinl? ~ -.sinlf k
It follows from this that one point at which the velocity
becomes infinitely great is the point H z = ka. So we see that
at infinity the velocity is identical for all lines of current,
equal to u. At the vertices of the angles B and C (X = 0,
+~~ the velocity is equal to zero; Vx – i Vy = O,Y= ~, and at
the beginning of the arrangement, for this same line of current,
O(z= O) is equal to:
or,
‘x =O; VY-JL-’sinh k’
it follows from this that the lengthwise lines of current are
the ones the velocity of which passes through the minimum and
the maximum.
Because of the application of the condition that,on the
,...,
turri’’theveXocity’’,shouldnowherebe-.~m~terthn the velocity in
the canal, or than u, we are compelled to determine how the
values are reached and where the maximum velocities ‘occur. For
this purpose we reproduce the velocities in the form of veloci-
.-
‘,,
:.
‘,
>.,.
.
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ties of the potential velocity @ and
,sti-tutein equ-ation--[7]the expression
‘7
,.
of current $. We sub-
resulting from equation
(1) inst=dof the coordinate functi.ori:....... ,.,. ,,,,
whence
V*
,,
-iv Y =uv”
au
A 4Ilr
sinh k .+..4.- au
may get the square of the velocity occurring
.
l
)
according
equation: V2 = VX2 + v 2 = (v
- i.yy). !yx,+.}.!y):>, ...., ,,,..J,.. , ,.,..
~Y.,, .x..
l+sinh2k [cosh2w-tcosh2~] +sinh4k cosh2&&~osh2@+
+ ‘u’ au
sinhz k sinh~ sinh @$&#
Because we have:
~
2 ( cosh ~ -I-au
$( cosh ~ -
au
therefore; .it.will.be:........,,. ... .... . . . . . . .
p+, (4+4 sinh2k l+cosh ~ cos #~+sinh4 k ~cosh ~cos ~-~:’
(.. C*S $)
<~t8)
sinh2 k cosh ~ -
“
In
line of
order to
force $
find the change of velocity of the,lengthwise
= constant, by calculation we derive the square
I
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of the expression (8), oz we derive Va with regard to @ .
,-
Des ignating by C- the term not influeneing the si.~ deternined,
we get the simplified form by putting It into effect:
(df&.l=. ~082a!+au
(9)
In this equation it is evident that at the intersection of the
line of current $ = constant with the x axis (Q = O), the
velocity always passes through an extreme, which is maximum or
minimum according to whether tk.etrinomial T = COS2 a+ .
au
+ cOS W ‘-sin~. k is positive or negative. If sinh2 k< 8,au
then T > 0 fOr each V211UeOf ~, or then we always have a
maximum at the x axis. If, however, sin h2 k >.8, this max-
imum of velocity at the x axis takes place for those lines
of cuyrent, th~
ities: ‘
or,
.-
parameter of which fulfills one of the inequ.al-
..,,, .
,.. .
“
However, it is minimum at the x axis for the lines of ~
current the parameters of which ~, are enclosed within the
boundari~s limited by the inecfualj.$ies:
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I_ 2_— _ <.o, a< -; i- sinh= k au,,...,.,.,.,..,..,,,.,..-,,..,,
,.-. . . .
.—,_.
‘-M== “r
where then T e O. At the same time, it is easy to convince
onels self that in the discussion of ‘the lines.of current the
other extreme will not occur yet. In reality, in this case,
Cos ~ <0, but it follows from the inequality T c O that
au
“2V > COS2 ~ + sin~2
- Cos —
au k
and therefore, also
which, in
velocity,
extreme.
(9) ) may
comparison with formula (9) for the derivation of the
demonstrates that this latter cannot have the second
Because the one extreme first mentioned (equation
be above the x axis for each line of current, there-
fore either the vel~city does not pass through the maximum or
reaches it a+ the ,~$axis. In this connection, if we w~sh to
convince ourselves ‘\hatat certain pointsj bounded by two lines .
of current $ = *1 and ~ = ~a,” the velocity Y’: tmt occurs
does not exoeed ‘a c~rttiin-”vaiueof the above prob~em, it’-iill”
be sufficient to confirm the fact that this is not exceeded at
the x axis.
.
.—.-
..
.
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On the other hand, the velocity at the x axis, which we
,designate by V, can easily b~,,ob,~a.ined..fmm- equation (8) by
=,-,.-.
-. .,.,.” ‘“ ,!;,.,. ,,,,,, ,,
substituting @ = 0:
f.
T.Y -?--an-,
1 + sin~ k cosz”’~
v =U
~( au (10)
sinh k sin ~
At the point H (Fig. 1), where v = O, the velocity
v, =Co and subsequently decreases from the form ~ to the
value such as was obtained at
o, where
~==z”~t~u, wherefore
choose k such as to fulfill
i.e., k > 0-882, the middle
the beginning of the arrangement
,
v= u If therefore we
sinh k’
the inequality sin k > 1,
one of the lines of current will
be the one for which the velocity at no point exceeds the v~–
locity u - this line
VI is limited by the
V=u
whence:
will be on the paraw.eter ~ > ~1, where
... ...,. .
equations
l ’
( 11]
From the consideration of the above it follows that the
form of an aerodynamic tunnel limited on the outside by flat”
,,.
,:,= walls and’made according ‘to”“~he’conditions specified by U.Scan
be described in,thc?following manner: the straight part
tu-nnel,that is, the canal, is bounded by the asymptot~s
..
of t~le
..— ———. —
—;}
,
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n if
ya=~amd YO =&; on tl~eother Wand, the turn is bounded
by the lines of currept-with’ the patam@te2s $“= ~ au %nd.,.
V= *l; these l.inecare bound..t6’”%e intersected by the
straight line m - N, perpendicular to the x axis, at such a
point that upon comparison of the turn of the canal with the
line of current ~,* an easy matter-
tion is deterinined by its asymptote
We will introduce the following
in practice, the prolonga-
designations for the char-
acteristic dimensions of the tunnel (Fig. 2):
1) h- distance from outside wall of ca~l to axis of tun.
l-r
ncl, h=—a;
2
2) b IT “$ ‘
- clearance of canal, ‘o= —a - -# ;
2
3) c- clearance of turn, that is, the distance from the
point of intersection of the lines of current bounding the turn
with the x axis; the coordinates of,these points are desig–
natcd in equation (2) for y = O., @=(-J:
Ysiilh ~ = sin h k cos ~ .“
In regaardto saving space, we try to see.that the propor+” -
tions p = ~ and q = # are as low as possible, close to unity.
For example, we may write k=~. > then in,,~quation (11)
,,. .,,. ,.,, ,.’-,.$, ..
‘CO; 23=:”’’:’””=
- 0.076, whence 13 =,0.823; therefore
~~ sunh~ ,.
.1
the clearance of ‘the canal b = ~ a - & = 0“748 a; the remin-
ing clearance of the turn c = xls where we find xl from the ~
II
,.
N.A.C.A. Technical
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1.634 au;
sin-n~
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IfP sinh k cos ~ = 2.465, whence c = xl =
and consequently the re~ation of the clearance of
.,, -
,..—
the -”%rn’”to.’theclearance of”-thecanal is
p = ~= 2.183, but on the other hand the
2.101. It”is shownby these figures that
. .... . .. . .
found to be:
proportion ‘q = ~ =
the turn examined re-
quires a great deal of space, and therefore
large apparatus.
The Canal is Bounded on Either Side by
is not suited for
Curved Walls
The cause of the great dimensions of -theturn with which
we mere concerned in the preceding section is the very low veloc-
ities in the vicinity of the vertices of the angles B and C.
This is expressed analytically by stating.that when the length-
wise velocity is studied, certain lines of current first pass
through the minimum, to reach the maximum at the x axis-.
Therefore if we desire to avoid this fault, it is well to see .
to it that the rate of velocity on one side of the x axis var-
ies in onc sense only. To attain this, k “becomes equal to
+Co. In reality, equation (8) then gives:
or
Lm.
V2 = U2 d.u au
20 2$cosh ~ - cOS -
au
,., ,.,’
(12)
,,-.,,,,,.,—---- ,. ,, ,,,,..-,. ,, , , , -,,-,.. ,—, --,, -,-.,, ,,.. ,,,,-., ,-. .,.-,.,- ..-—,..—-. —,.,. . .. . ....— ,—
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At the “X
From
a ....-..,. . ..
skis the velocity attains the value V = u cot ~ (13)*
,
these equations ~t,=,is.,,evid.ent,at .,.once,that
,..,—’,.,,,.-.
lines of current the parameter of which, $ < -u4&- ,
) the values of the velbcity, at thei~ raximum at the x axis,
diminish to u at infinity; however, where t > .~”, the ve-
\
locity
to the
has its minimum at the
value u for x= ~.
= ‘4au the velocities
equal to u.
x axis, ‘and afterward increases
For the lines of cu~rent
are identical-at all points and
For obtaining equations for the new lines of
ing t’nrough,wc havc to change the arran~cment of
current flow-
the coordi-
nat es ~Lt the point H, in the forms used in the precedin.~ sec-
tion, or the size of k, and subsequently take k = CD (Figs.
1 an?.3). Equat ion (1) gives:
whence
~x/a Cos g =
By substituting for @
;,
(14)
(15)
in these two equations, we get:
,.
(16)
or, inversely:
L---- -- -. . ‘
...,.
,,, ,. ...,- .. . .
(17)
This equation allow= the representation of the desired line of
current $ = constanta From its asymptotes, this, like the pre-
‘$
ceding, will be a straight line: ya=. *Z (Fig. 3).
The Discussion of the lines of current is very well suited
for determining the form of the turn in’aerodynam~ic tunnels.,
We desi=mat e.by !rl and ‘i% the parameters of the 1ines bound-
ing the turn= The value of’ ~1 is chosen
equation (13) we obtain the velocities V
of these lines with the x axis:
VI =
V2 =
As rcsu.ltsfrom
discussion which has
the turn wi11 always
at tkiC2 interscction
(18)
.
the above equations and from tinepreceding
% ecn made, the velocities at points inside
be contained within the limits ~ u < v < u,
t. .
where A r~y be equal to cot ~ c IS From these
the cquatfon for the value b of the clearance of
b= (
~\a.arc cot h – -4)
., ..,. ..,,, .
data we get
the canal:
(19)
........ ..
On the other hancl, the”clearan~e’of th,eturn c. is equal ‘0
- (x. - x,) ; i.nequation (16) for y = O, we get:
*
.
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c=xl-
.,..,.,.,. .,. . .
if
Cos &
xz=aln
~,’... ----
all
where, according to equation (18):
., .!..
wherefore
., ... .
C=aln J2 (l+ h’)2“ (20)
For example, the following dimensions for the turn are ob-
tained by adhering to the condition that the velocity on the
turn should nowhere,be less than half the velocity u ionthe
canal (~ = ~) (Fig. 4):
kL= a arc cot ~ = 1.10?3a;
,,,
( 1 II) ab “ arc cot z- 4/” = 0.323 a;
,.,’
=alIlJ2(l+ h’)c!
2k
= 0.458 a;
whence
p = ~= 1.42; q=+$= 3.43.
As is evident from the above example, such a tunnel has
this disadvantage, that in comparison to tnec~earance.o f..the) . .,
,,,
canal its branches are at a great distance from each other, or
that the proportion of unused space is large.
This defect may be avoided by having the tunnel composed
L .
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of sf.werr.lsimple canals, in the nanner shown in Fig. 5. The
method of procedure is the followir.g: The limit lines of cur-
b.-. ,—. . .6
rent in t’necanal
We now change the
that the position
scale to a=a2,
of the asymptote
be marked by a scale a = al.
choosing it in such a way
2 Iyl
of the lines l’~
.,u
(scale az) is equal to the position of the asymptote of the
lines !% (seal.aa 1)l Consequently, at infinity these lines
‘of current ~1 (aQ) and $2 (al) will be near each other.
Then if we shift lengthwise the axis of the canal co-mmonto the
scale a2 and the scale al> it wi].1be easy to find the Vosi-
tion near which these lines of current will be visibly separated
from each by gradually proportionate intervals. By putting
form into execution and proceeding further in a similar way
get a tu-rmelvery suitable for current flowing through in a
this
w e
semilunar direction. Ii~comparison with the preceding tunnels
not having such form, this latter is interesting in that it re-
quires less space crosswise.
ther advantage, thanks to the
of preve-nting the shearing or
wall of the tunnel.
And”in addition it has the fur-
semilunar character of its form,
cutting action of the air on the
General Case of a Canal with Curved Walls
,.,L,.,.!,!.’.,!. ...-. .,,
We will now take up a general discussion of the combined
potential (14); in particular, we sl~II,adhere to the nome-n-
clature previously accepted; we shall define the corbined poten-
.
tial by
,.
~--- .. —. —-..–
.
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the equation:
. .
..
.@ 4-.iv ,$2e~a - .IT-
“;?.c~s”yA__— –. .. . 1’” “’-””“ .“
au ~m—
,’
1?
..
. .
.
(21)
,,
3y m=- 1 we get the y~t ential.(14) sought for. As we
can co~jJ&e ourselves, from this pot ential comes the arrange-
. .
/
ment ~Of the lines. of current, liavinga Whole seiies of inter-
/esti .g properties.
‘We will Iim.itourselves. to finding the flow for ,Im ~~ 1?
-w’hen, if Imj >1, it will suffice to take -thepararneter
ml=~ in cquation (21) instcad of the parameter m, and we
m
.:
get
or,
that is, this flow cliffers from the pTec cding flow with parame-
ter m only in that the arrangement of coor(~L~nat es is shifted
by z=alnm, and the values of ~ for the corresponding
$ lines of current are diminished by n au.
9)
3 Bearing in mind then that tml <1, we determine the ar-;.:1,
m. .,
:“?
‘ ?
~J rangemcnt of velocities from equatior. (21) :
~
.. ... .......
...., -,-........“.’
-“ivy=u
~VA
Vx —.
F
.—— — (22)
Z/L%(e - m) (ezfa- 1)-’
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from-which it follows that the velocity becomes infinitely large
,at the points ~=2knij or ~=”lnm+2kni,
.--+.- - .. . ,.
w-here k
is an arbitrary whole member. It is well to distin@ish two
cases here: O < m < 1 and -1 < m < 0. “In the first case the
/
poles (that is, the points at which the velocity is infinitely
great) lie on the straight lines parallel to the ‘x axis and
2 n a apart from each other; in the second one the poles are
.
arranged in chcckcrboa~,d fashion and the
#=2kn. i remains in its place, while
z
-=lnm+2kni=ln (-m) +’rri+2k
a
the top or the bottom by m a.
series of poles
.
the other series
‘rri is moved toward
We will first take up the case in which O < m < 1.
Because the arrangement of the lines of current is repeated
upon movement in the direction of the y axis by 2?Ta, it is
sufficient to consider y only within the limits
-na<y<na.
In equation (21), by equating the different real and inag-
inary parts, we get:
@cosh — Cos “k :
au au
‘..,
,.
‘.
.
“.
;.,. ., :~inh~~;si$$ &~=’
,*!; ,-au;l.,....“
2ex/a YcOS ~ - m- 1
l-m
>
\
(23)
19
4(m+l)cos; @ .*)e$+COS2 —au /
+ i (1
if 1( 220=0.i-m)2 - (1 - m)2 co~2 ~ 1 – cos au, (24)
equation (23) it is evident that the line of current
created on the positive side of the x axis
(Y=o; X> o). .The line of current * = ~ au is coWosed of
part of the x-axis, namely, Y = ~j x<alnm and of tw~o
straight lines parallel to the axis; y=+ma (Fig. 6). At
the intersection of the x axis, for a in m c x < 0 we have
Q o;= in the remaining points, on the other hand, the poten-
tial Q is defined by the equatiori:
‘x/a
2e sin ~
sinh *U = _—
(1 - 4’m) sin =
In equation, (22) we read at once that
!, where x=+@ we have Vx “ i VY =
a-ridwhere x = .m wehavevx -ivy=
(25)
*u,
(26)
o,
or at + @ we have a uniform current of air and at - m this
Gurre-flt urns back, If we desire to limit the character of the
lines of current, we raise both sides of equation (22) to a
square :
. . .. ..—.—-.—
!-.>
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.,,
whence
‘x ‘Y=
....,.,. .,. ... .. . . . ... . . .
we get:
2x &
u? e~[(l i-m) ea - “2m cos ~ 1 sin ~
.. l (27)
x/a
-cos ?J+sin’ ~]2 [(ex’a-n cos ~?’i-m2 sin’ ~ ] [(e
As is evident from this equation, the denominator is always
positive, wherefore in reality the sign of the product of the
velocities Vy depends only on the s~timof the expression:
‘x
[L = (1 + m) ex’a- 2m cos ~~ sin% .
(28)
It is evident in reality that the side on which the curves
are tangent to the line of current is limited entirely by the
sign of the product Vx vy5 independent of the signs of the
separate factors, the knowledge of which is necessary just at
the time when we take up th@.determination of the expression
for the flow, that is, the determination of whether the flow
takes place from A to B or from B,to A. This, however, re-
mains arbitrary and properly depends on what sign we place be-
f~re the roots in e.quation (22) . Therefore it is sufficient for
.. . . .
determining the character of the arrangement of the lines of
curre-nt to find out t“ncsign of the product v~ Vy and this
Oill.yfor y > 0, when this arranflem.entis symmetrical with re-
.
..—_____
——.—..-- .........—---- ,..- . ..... ..... .. ...... . .. ---- . .... .. . .
.- ....- . . .. .
, .. -. “ -*-”-
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2-1
~ard to the x axis. Fxo-mthis assumpt ion it follows in cquation
(27) that for x > 0 we have without exception Vx Vy > o; how-
...
...
“ev~r;’”’’’f”or“’”x’< “~-:“-“~mt is ~x]a
<1, it is well to distin.~ish
two cases (Fig. 6) :
then Vx Vy > o;
then Vx Vy < 0.
l
And.,consequently, when &os $ = (1 + m) ex/a we then
2m
have
‘x ‘Y = o, and properly, as we can
at Fig. 6, Vx = O. Then we say that the
CO SX=l+m xla
a 2me
expresses the geometrical position of the
‘x = O (in Fig. 6, curve MNK) .
This cume intersects the x axis
backward flow
x 2m
‘=lnl+ma
and has the asymptotes y= +.$a.
We will.also add the arrangements
axis at the interval alnrn<xc O.
at
of
In
be convinced by a.look
equation
(29)
points for which
the point N of the
(30)
velocities on the x
equation (22), for
y= Oancix enclosed within the above interval, we get:
,,
..
~. ..... .
ue aVx = o; Vy = ‘v= “-.—_~_—
f
/ ,,
(31)
& x~
(ea - m) (1- ea)
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As we c,aneasily convince ourselves by a simple differen-
=+~........ . _ ...... . , . .,
tia,l, this velocity passes through the minimum, where:
and therefore the minimum of the velocity at t’he x axis takes
place a-tthe point IT, ~.twhich it inte~sects the line UNK
(Fig. 6). The line of current $g which passes through this
point we call the limit line. The value of its parameter i~
is determined from equation (23); by applying the substitutions
x
2m.Y=();Q=(); ~a =
l+m’
we get
~oJ&=_l-ln;
au l+m
(32)
b ecause
II
O<i’n cl, therefore, :<4<TT.
u au‘.
The minimum velocity ‘at the x axis has the velocity
(equation 31):
2U
v———— Jii’ lmin=l. m (33)
If we wish to have the interial at the x axis at which
the controlling velocity decreases from the velocity u of
,.,.., ,,
.
the uniform current, such as we ~ve it, to the factor ‘or
2J= < ~-,
x =+-w, it is well to make Vmin < u, that is, ~
- M.
whm.e e:
O<m <3- z~= 0.17M3 (34)
%
. . —. .. ,,---——
. .
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If this condition is fulfilled, there arc for the arrange-
ment-of-the lines of current examined, two with parameters $1
vand ~ , at the intersection of which with the x axis the v e-
Iocity V = u. For the purpose of determining the values of
thcs e parameters, we substitute in equations (31) and (23) for
the variable xj which on the assumption that y=(), a= (),
leads to the following equation for the velocity V at the
x axis:
Taking V = u,
the paramct crs
wheilce
T-r<
.-
4.
(1 - m)cos J&+l+rfl
V=u
(1 - m) sin$~
we get the equation for the determination of -
$1 and ~z:
( V,.2 n\
~J+li..&
‘in\, au - Z,’ 1- m ‘2
~-Z”< 1 -t-m &< ~
—,
2 l-m 2 ‘
t 1.2 ‘+1.2 < ~
___ IL<3TT l-l
44
also:
au 5<= “
Th6 values of the parameters which
(36) s.~ccollected in the foYw:
,..,.,,.. .,,
.
WS take (Fig. 7) the turn for
(35)
(36)
are satisfied in equation
au
the aerodynamic
(3’7)
tunnel from
these two l.incs
sup~~lomen.ted in
of current, ths parameters $1 and
such a way.that the relation q b etweeilthe
distance h from the outside wall of the canal to the axis
of the tu-fileland ‘oetwesn the clearance of the canal -b should.,
for the sake of facility of comparison, be the same as in the
example, a diagram of which is given in Fig..4., And therefore Y
c1
Il. v,
‘ b ~= 3“43; whenc c in conbination with equation
(37) we ge+
$== 0.622 ‘ITau, t.= 0.878 n Zlll,
which allows the clcarancc of the Ca-nal to be fixed:
,0 = ’12 – VI
—
u
and the value of the parameter
tion (36). These data ?.lrcady
= 0.804 a,
IYI= 0.131 to be fixed by cqua-
limit the whole systcm of the
lines of current. So then by reenfcrcing equations
define the clearance of the turn c:
,c=- (X2 - Xl) = 0.905 a.
(23),
It is well to renark here, nevertheless, that because
line V = *2 has convexity in the region of the point M
7), therefore, if we arc?going to make a comparison of the
the
(Fig.
two
turns in regcrd to space occupied, the dinension c is ndt
riicasurcd,but “ct~ by wi~tchwe designate the breadth of k~
\
turn: cl = - (x~f- xl”). Here XM indicates the turning do~Jk-
WaTd at the point M, the coordinates of which are elements
f’“
.$
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of the arrangement of types (24) and (29), in which
$ ,=~2 = 0.878 n au. BY transposing the calculat ions we get:
. ...,,. .,.. —... . . ..”,.,,.
/J1= 1.086 e, ~yhe~ce the ~el~ution of tqnebreadth of the ~rn
to the clearance of the canal p~ = ~ = 1.35, and therefore, is
.
somewhat better than in the example with which we are m’king a
conpa~ison (there we get p = b42).
We will now proceed to a discussion of the case: --1 < m<O.
The forms of the preceding eqUations still remain valid;
only in connection with the fact that m is now negative do we
get other results. And therefore we read in equation (22) ”that
one pole is, as in the preceding, at the point Z=o; howwer,
z.
the other, defined by the equation ea = m, has the coordi-
nates: x= a In (-m); 17=TT a. Eqllation (23) gives the posi-
tion of tileprincipal liilesof current $ and likewise of the
potential of the velocity O :
$.()
– the positive side of the x axis, or y = O; x > 0-
Y=mau - the straight part parallel to the x axis, tl=t
is, y = n a; x > a in (-m);
@=()- the remaining parts other than straight that is,
Y = o, x < 0 or y= Tra, x<aln t)-m .
Passing to the examination of the arrangement of velocities,
we have the sa-meas those for m, with the addition that the
sign of the product of the combined velocities vx V-y’jdeter-,...— .
mining on which side of the slope the lines of current are, is
identical with the sa~e of expression (28):
.. ....... .... ... .
,,.,
.,. .,, Tn coicoection-with -the fact t’hat -l<iq <O,
VXV 70, as far as we:.
Y
cos&- 2m > .
x
however, vi Vy < 0, when cos Y l+meZi.~<- 2m
From these relations result the diagram of the arrangement
of lines of current given in Fig. 8. The curve hIIITKis the
geometrical position of the points at which Vy = O. The equa-
tion for it is the following:
l+me~cos$=— (38)2m
This curve intersects the straight line y = TTa at the
~
point N, determined from the equation: ea = ~z+lmm ; whence
.
x=aln(-m)+alna ; its asymptotes are straight lines:l+m
ya–~aandya=a—— ~a.
As is evident fzom Fig. 8, the lines of current are divid-
ed into two groups, separated from each other by the boundary
line ~g, which runs f~om –CDto -t-~. And, therefore, in-order
to get the equation for its parameter $g 9 it is well in equa-
tion (23) x
cosh~cos~= aea co;:~rn- 1
au
,. .,. ,, ,,.
to take @= 0, ~= - CO, Y = 0; at once ‘e ‘ind ‘Trot:
wCos-g=”pm <o.
I
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$
We have therefore ~ < 3< n . When we take m = - 1, we get
~g,.x~ au and we reach the flow previously “examined;where
..
m=O, on t’necontrary, ~g will be equal to n au and we
s’hall‘havethe factors which are evident in equation (21’), only
on another scale.
By substituting equation (33) for equation (24), we Set
the equation for the boundary line $ = ~g :
-4 m (m+ 1) cos ~
exja ~
— (~o)
(m - 1)2 Cos; :- (m + 1)’
from which it is evident that the boundary line possesses two
asyrflptotes(Fig. 8) :
1) x=-l-m”; Cos.l=.-l+-m=co.s !!!g
a 1 -m au
2) x=-m; .Ood=o,
a
and therefore xl = ~ a .
We will also rerrfi,rkhere that the lines of”current situatad
.
above the boundary line attain greater breadth thaq those con-
tained within their asymptotes (Fig. 8) . We designate by
the extreme limit of the point of the line of current on the ‘
~t~a’ight line
.. ..
...
y=na; this limit is great er than the limit
for the corresponding asymptotes on the straight line y = TTa.
1
TO obtain the coordinates of the point spoken of, which lies at
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the intersection of the line of current considered with the
curve MNK,, it is well to work out the system of equatioils(24)
and (38),
There still remains for discussion the variation of the
velocity of the flow nea? the x axis and the straight line
y=lla. It follows from equation (22) that at the x axis,
for y = O, X<o, the velocity V will be:
x
—
v=vy” u ea
r
.—_
x x—
z z
~ (e-m) (I.-e)
Thus it is easy to convince onels self t-hatthis velocity
diminishes from an infinitely egreat value at the point x = O,
Y=o, tozezo for x=-~.
Analogically, we find the velocity V on the straight line
y=na, where z=x+ ina, from the factor x c a in (-m);
by executing a simple tra.nsformation, we reach the equation:
x. .,.,
z
v=vy=- ue
/
.— .—
x x
~ (1 + es) (-m- es)
And
value at
here the velocity decreases from a.,ninfinitely great
the point,- z = a In (-m) + i TT a, to zero. Both Of
these formulas may be combined into one, taking into considera-
tion the fact that according to equation (23) for @ = O and
y =, O we have:
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“ (1-m) cos&.+l+me?i.
--,---,, 2,. . ,,
.—.,..
but on the other hand, for @ = O “and y = n a there will be:
x
ez=_ (1-m) cos~-t-l+m
2
In either case therefore we will get:
~=u(l-m)cos&+-l+m
(1.- m) sin ~
(41)
Froril-theabove equation we can fix the parameter *I or
!$ of the line of current limit ed by the condition that the
velocity at its point of intersection with the x axis or the
straight line y=na must be equal to the velocity u ex-
isting at the points on the segment X=+m. It is necessary
only to take into consideration in Fig. 8 t-hecourse of t’ne
flow to be found from the first case V = u and from the sec-
ond case V = - u. By executing an easy transformation we get:
(42)
(43)
Bearing “in ‘mind that
-i<n <o, we”will get the followiiig
limits for the parameters VI.and i ~a:
‘K<h<gan<k<n
4 au 2’4 au”
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Those parazleters are combined into a simple expression:
......-. ,
.. ..”...... ., ----- , ,12. . ...*
-4=;.
=-au
30
(44)
The formulas worked out already will enable us to solve
the problem of finding the dimensions of tunnels, Iirflited 10~
,, the two lines of current flowing through which have been exam-
ined.. It is evident that both of these lines.must b elong to the
same group of curves, that is, they are situated either under
thc boundary
For the
.al numerical
W c make
cuznie $’g or else above it.
sake of a better understanding, we will give sever-
exainples.
the first tunnel with curves situated below the
boundary line. Thus a sketch of one wall i~ayserve fOr the
line of current 111; from the sketch of the other one, the line
of current +)L may b c defined, on condition that at its inter-
section with the x axis the velocity is equal to A u. If
we desire to have material for comparison with the different ex-
.
“amples of flow through previously given, we apply the condition
in the first place that the ‘factoz q = ~ should possess tile
same value as it had in the preceding examples, that is,
c1= 3.43, whence it follows that
.,, -..
~x~~ple 1: -m = - (_)Os, From equation (42), VI = 1.02 au,
and consequently, vh’= 1.44 au, whence the clearanc e of the
N.A. C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 350
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canal, b = 0.42 a; on the otinerhand, the clearance of the
turn c is ,found to be equal to
-(XA - xi); by determining,.,-
the quantities xh and xl from equation (23), we then .qet
c = 0.61 a, wherefore p = the arrangement of tl~ef = 1.46;
velocities of the parts is shown by the expression: h = 0-46
from equation (41) ).
Example 11: m = - 0.2. Proceeding in a similar way to the
preceding, we get: *I = 1.28 au; $L = 1.80 au; b = 0.52 a;
c = 0.82 a; p = 1.57; A = 0.45.
For m=O or m=- 1 we should get such dimensions as
in the example for the potential (14).
And now for these same values of m we form a tunnel with
lines of current situated below the boundary line; then in this
case we shall be bound to fulfill the cond.ition:
+~ *2 )
na-~= 1.41( l’Ta-~,.
9 ‘v ~
Example III: ~.– 0.5; l-r- &:= 0.55; n – ~- 0.77;
b = 0.22 a; c = 0930 a; p = 1.33; h = - 0.56. hloreover,we
should add here the measurement ~ = O.62 a for the curve
V=V2, and -fj~e
ExaiJ.~le IV:
b= 0.12a; c=
,..,,.,
1A = 0.57 a.
corresponding one ZL”= 0.95 a for $ = ~h l
v> *A
m=- 0.2; n - au = 0.29; IT - ~ = 0.41;
0.15 a; p = 1.24; h = - 0.63; 12 = 0.39 a;
.
—.
11 “‘-
—
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